
 PENTA
      More flexibility in the classroom
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MOVE - TABLE PENTA
MOVE - BOX PENTA

RELAX PENTA
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... the flexible utilization of the classroom

An all-day school has the target to take care of and 
accommodate students during the major part of the 
day. Spare time and lessons are intervolved and make 
up a unit. 

There are also provisions for homework assistance or 
care after class. 

Since the afternoons are mostly more easy-going, the 
cooperation between students and teachers is espe-
cially enhanced. The classroom community spends 
more time together and social life is positively influ-
enced by this. 
The students are also given the possibility to get fami-
liar with additional options and use them. Otherwise 
there would be no access to these.

Notwithstanding afternoons are an integral part of the 

school procedures – with clearly and unmistakably de-
fined educational goals – and does not only consist of 
a care programme.

Schools must be made fit for whole-day operation, if 
children want to feel good. Apart from learning, stu-
dy and play communication is an important factor of 
afternoon care. To relax, chill and exchange experien-
ces students like to retire to communication furniture 
which should be as comfortable as lounge furniture. 
Mayr School Furniture has developed various cushion 
elements for a comfortable classroom which can be 
combined individually. Thus comfortable sitting and 
lying becomes easy. In addition the couch elements 
are very robust. Simultaneously the communication 
furniture can also be used during talks, discussions 
and teamwork in class. 

Group work, free work, or 
individual instruction:

Mobile cupboards and partition screens 
separate the different areas. 
Couch elements offer the 
necessary relaxation.

More and more schools consider the whole class-
room as a dynamic unit.

When furnishing the general instruction rooms 
furniture can be exchanged quickly if required or 
even regrouped. They use furniture systems which 
enhance the physical and mental dynamism at 
school through a flexible arrangement of the stu-
dent work desks. Particularly all-day schools use 
the flexible furniture in their classrooms. Thus they 
can be rearranged quickly if required for frontal 
teaching, group work or homework assistance 
and individual instruction in the afternoon.

Frontal teaching: 

With interactive blackboard. Cupboards and 
partition screens are placed in a 
space-saving manner.

ALL-DAY CLASSROOM
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MOVE - TABLE

The Move-Table Penta can be rearranged fast and easily to create the changing conditions for group work, individual study or plenum work. For each 
learning situation an individual and tailor-made recreation is possible. Thanks to the particularly developed desk shape a kaleidoscope of groupings is 
possible. The arrangement of the desk bases enables stacking up to 5 desks. 

Framework: Four-base metal framework of powder-coated steel tube, apron (FR 30/20/2 mm), base cross section Ø 38/2 mm, desk heights: sz. 4, 5, 6.
Floor gliders: The floor gliding surface is felt, optionally with a double castor with soft running surface.
Desktop designs:   12 mm compact top (high pressure plastic laminate) or 
   19 mm melamine resin coated chipboard with 2 mm solid plastic edge

Move-Table PENTA
Desk heights: sz. 4, 5, 6

1860C 89,6/68,6/75 cm compact desktop 12 mm

1860M 89,6/68,6/76 cm desktop 19 mm melamine

Move-Table PENTA
Desk heights: sz.  4, 5, 6, with double castor

1861C 89,6/68,6/75 cm compact desktop 12 mm

1861M 89,6/68,6/76 cm desktop 19 mm melamine

HVE 38 HVE 38 surcharge HV-insert for table (RR Ø 38/2 mm) per leg
Adjustment range ± 5 cm, (not possible for tables with castors!)

Additional equipment: 

variable, light and individually combinable

Penta

88 cm

60
,6

 c
m
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The Move-Table Penta can be rearranged fast and easily to create the 
changing conditions for group work, individual study or plenum work. 
For each learning situation an individual and tailor-made recreation is 
possible.

Thanks to the particularly developed desk shape a kaleidoscope of 
groupings is possible. The arrangement of the desk bases enables 
stacking up to 5 desks. 

Whether frontal teaching or group work,
free work, or individual instruction:

Teaching in the 21st century requires a multifunctional facility, which 
can be modified in the short term and supports diverse learning situa-
tions.

Rigid seating arrangements are a thing of the past. A contemporary 
learning space should create an atmosphere in which students and 
teachers feel comfortable.

Planning examples
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Room size:  62 m²

7,3 m x 8,5 m

24 student workplaces
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Additional equipment:
Storage boxes incl. guide rails of synthetic, grip recess;
Colours: red, yellow, orange, blue, green, lemon green or transparent

BOX 1F 31,2/37,7/7,5 cm  (per pc)

MOVE-BOX
Mobile cupboard, variable and individually combinable

Penta

69300

Pentagon low cupboard mobile for storage boxes and files

69300 89,3/63,2/112 cm a central head for the mounting of guide rails

prepared for three pieces storage boxes BOX1F,                    
one fixed and two adjustable shelves

The Move-Box Penta can be fast and easily rearranged and thereby ist he perfect completion for all flexi-
ble room concepts. The basic structure is derived from the Move-Desk PENTA and allows the same variety 
of groupings. For each learning situation an individual and needs-oriented rearrangement is possible.

The cupboard corpus is divided by a central shelf at desktop level (norm size 6 = 76 cm). The upper cup-
board area has file height and is prepared for the incorporation of guide rails for storage boxes, the lower 
cupboard area has one fixed and two adjustable shelves. The bottom and top plate are 25 mm thick, all 
edges are of 2 mm solid plastic and rounded.

At four corners the base elements are of RAL 9006 (white aluminium) powder coated steel tube (Ø 38/2 
mm) across the whole cupboard height, below with metal jacks and four double castors Ø 7,5 cm, two 
double castors with locking device.
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green
yellow

orange
beige

red
braun

violet
dark gray

blue
black

Subconstruction:
Consisting of and board material and solid wood. 
Synthetic floor gliders with felt gliding surface.
Upholstering:
High-quality foam (RG 50) finished in a flame-retarding way. 
Multi-layer structure with various hardness grades, 
total 70 mm thick.
Cover:
Synthetic leather in low inflammable finishing, very durable and washable, quilted with synthetic down fleece.
Size:
89 x 60 cm, seating height 43 cm

RELAX - PENTA  Cushion stool

3001 89 x 60 x 43

RELAX - PENTA
Cushion stool
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